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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the experimental model of grid connected PV power generation inverter control 
system. On the basis of experimental study of power output side of photovoltaic grid connected generator system, it is 
seen that in photovoltaic (PV) power generation, partial shading is an unavoidable complication that significantly 
reduces the efficiency of the overall system. The complication can be resolved by using maximum power point tracking 
technique. On using the maximum power point tracking technique, the effectiveness of improved PWM inverter control 
method is analyzed. Considering the result of experiments, a single phase grid connected Improved PWM inverter 
control system is designed. The simulations are performed for a 10 volts system and after analyzing the simulation 
results, the system is implemented in hardware. After the comparison of simulation model and actual hardware for 10 
volts system we implemented the system for 1000 volts. The proposed hardware is able to put the arbitrary power out 
to the load or to the grid to maintain the stability and reliability of the power system. Power can be created from either 
renewable or nonrenewable sources. Renewable sources are liked to maintain a strategic distance from contamination 
emanation and rely on upon fossil energizes to decrease. The proposed sun powered vitality transformation unit 
comprises of a sun oriented exhibit, Bidirectional DC-DC converter, single stage inverter and AC. The inverter changes 
over DC control from the PV board into AC power and offered it to the heap which is associated with the lattice. The 
photovoltaic sun powered vitality (PV) is the most direct approach to change over sunlight based radiation into power 
and depends on the photovoltaic impact. The most extreme power point following of the PV yield for all daylight 
conditions is a key to keep the yield control per unit cost low for fruitful PV applications. Framework associated PV 
frameworks dependably have an association with people in general power matrix by means of an appropriate inverter in 
light of the fact that a PV module conveys just dc power. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to the increasingly burning energy issues, the world concentrates on giving importance to begin the development 
of new energy and related technology. At present, large-scale photovoltaic power generation and scale of renewable 
energy has become important parts of development strategy, meanwhile it is the way to guide the development of 
photovoltaic industry [1], [2]. However, because of its different characteristics from conventional power generation, 
grid-connected PV power station and its security, stability and reliable operation became new challenges which power 
grid and PV power plant need to face. 
 
The paper describes improved PWM inverter control method [3]. Voltage source inverter control method regulates 
phase angle of the grid mainly through receiving voltage signals from DC side of inverter which is called the outer loop 
to control the grid voltage, while it regulates the voltage reference from the AC side load voltage to control the inverter 
output current which is called the inner loop [4]. However, the process of the inner loop will not affect the results of the 
outer loop. Power-type PWM inverter bridge circuit formed by the two groups, which uses two reverse diodes 
synchronized transformation. Required power can be obtained by changing the modulation rate of PWM inverter. 
Therefore, whether the grid-connected PV generation inverter control system is able to achieve the maximum power 
point tracking (MPPT) and to ensure high power quality of the photovoltaic cells or not are the key issues in electric 
power system [5]. This paper is presenting a single phase grid connected Improved PWM inverter control system. 
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These move down control frameworks are normally diesel generators and some of the time more than one generator is 
introduced to take care of their power demand .With increasing expenses and natural mindfulness, a large number of 
these structures are choosing Solar PhotoVoltaic (SPV) frameworks as go down power so as to decrease their reliance 
on diesel generators. These SPV frameworks which change over daylight into power, are normally introduced on the 
current rooftop best space of structures to meet the base load necessity. Arun of the mill rooftop beat SPV framework 
comprises of all or some of the accompanying segments relying upon its sort: Photovoltaic modules Charge controllers 
Inverters Module mounting structures Departure switchyard Wires Metering framework Aside from these segments, an 
essential pre requisiteis accessibility of sans shadow rooftop best space. Least shadow free territory required to 
introduce a common 1kW framework on housetop is around 30 sq. m. There are two sorts are such rooftop beat SPV 
frameworks framework free frameworks and matrix associated frameworks. Lattice free frameworks accompany either 
with or without battery move down. Batteries are utilized to store the abundance power produced amid the day to be 
utilized around evening time or when inadequate sun oriented power is produced because of overcast cover and so 
forth. Given underneath is arun of the mill delineation of battery go down sunlight based rooftop beat framework. 
Batteries are regularly not decided on as - they are costly requiring high speculation furthermore they have to be 
intermittently supplanted. Thus, contingent upon the size of the framework and its necessity, a building picks for a 
battery move down framework or without battery reinforcement. In the second case, the framework is by and large 
estimated with the end goal that power created amid the day from this SPV is used to meet its energy prerequisite and 
the night time or when there is insufficient power generated, electricity is drawn from the grid or diesel generator. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In past part we have seen the presentation about the general framework for producing the vitality from the sun by 
utilizing sunlight based board in which the general working and thought behind the plan framework was given. In this 
part we will see a portion of the alluded IEEE reference papers. In which data of various models, framework, 
advancements beforehand utilized for producing vitality from the sun was done through this diverse models is 
appeared. It likewise contains the distinctive approach which was utilized as a part of using sun powered vitality. Luis 
Arnedoet. al [1] has proposed a work, The point of this work is the advancement of a sunlight based photovoltaic era 
framework in view of a standard power cell for microgrid applications. The proposed framework is fit for giving 
security of supply by conveying continuous energy to basic loads in independent operation and transitioning flawlessly 
between remain solitary and matrix associated mode. To relieve the impact of changeability of the era and load request 
a best in class 20kWh lithiumion battery is utilized to adjust the power stream in the framework. This paper presents 
depiction of the equipment, proposed controls procedures and recreation models of the framework.  
Notwithstanding the vitality investment funds that sustainable power source may give. There is a solid need to expand 
vitality security. DoD vitality security implies having guaranteed access to dependable supplies of vitality and the 
capacity to ensure and convey adequate vitality to address operational issues. In such manner sustainable power source 
and vitality stockpiling components assume an essential parts empowering expansion of standby vitality sources today 
overwhelmed by diesel generators. Fundamental test for sustainable power sources to have the capacity to fill the hole 
regarding dependable supplies of vitality is the un unsurprising nature of the vitality source, for example, sun powered 
and wind and the stochastic idea of the heap. In any case, with the presentation of new vitality stockpiling components 
with higher vitality stockpiling limit, for example, super-capacitors, lithium particle batteries and stream batteries 
unmistakably opens the likelihood to convey sustainable power sources ready to work in independent mode and 
flawlessly move from matrix disengaged to lattice associated method of operation . The point of this paper is the 
advancement of a sun oriented photovoltaic miniaturized scale source with Lithium-Ion battery. The fundamental 
preferred standpoint of this framework is fit for giving security of supply by conveying continuous energy to basic 
loads in independent operation. Yet, the one of the downside of the framework is flawlessly move from off-lattice to 
matrix.  
Yu-Jen Liu et. al. [2] has proposed a Photovoltaic inverter, that is accountable for electric power transformation, is a 
basic part utilized as a part of sunlight based photovoltaic power frameworks. Many concerns are centered around the 
operation of photovoltaic inverter because of the more awful outlining may cause the horrible impacts on security, 
execution and matrix interconnection qualities of sun based photovoltaic power frameworks. IEEE SCC21 gives a 
uniform standard, known as IEEE 1547 standard, for interconnection contemplations of dispersed assets with electric 
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power frameworks. The standard concentrates on the specialized determinations and incorporates general standards, 
reaction to strange conditions, control quality, islanding, and test directions and necessities for plan, creation, 
establishment assessment, charging, and intermittent tests.This paper gives a portrayal of an automatized PVI 
interconnection test framework in view of IEEE 1547 standard.The IEEE 1547 arrangement of benchmarks display the 
specialized prerequisites that prescribe the DER interconnection items ought to be met before enter to the market.  
These principles likewise assume a vital part for some nations to create brilliant matrix procedures since heaps of 
interconnection DER frameworks are incorporated. The proposed PVI interconnection test framework primarily 
incorporates DC control source, hardware under test (EUT), AC control source, RLC stack, information securing, 
observing and examination framework. It is a mechanization test framework and most extreme test limit is up to 30 
kW. The principle preferred standpoint of this framework is that it can give greatest Input energy of 4700 W and 
ostensible DC voltage upto 360 - 400 V i.e. greatest Input voltage. In any case, the drawback is that IEEE 1547 
standard arrangement introduce rules to depict the interconnection necessities. Sun based inverters are composed 
particularly to deal with photovoltaic (PV) boards, to productively separate the most measure of energy, and to change 
it legitimately so it can be infused into the matrix. The singularities of the application take into consideration openings 
that can be abused for better execution. Inverters for PV applications are intended to work at low voltage varieties, 
nearly at a settled recurrence, and with a power consider normally more prominent than 0.8. While remembering these 
inverter-particular attributes, another topology is proposed.  
In this work, such new topology gives operational qualities near a 5-level topology. This accomplishment is expert by 
including only a couple of more power-electronic segments required for a 3-level topology. A total 3-stage framework 
is planned and reenacted. Its great execution is illustrated, and its advantages and confinements are brought up. 
Moreover the plausibility of this new topology is additionally investigated and checked by actualizing a low-control 
inverter framework with the proposed topology. The all the more remarkable of those qualities are that PV inverters are 
intended to work at low voltage variety, practically settled recurrence, and with a power figure typically more 
prominent than 0.8. These exceptional attributes introduce the chance to expand a specific inverter that meets the 
prerequisites of being ease while keeping up superior. There are two primary correlative hard exchanging strategies that 
deliver a sinusoidal wave with low-bending: (1) by creating a high recurrence PWM and (2) by instating the variety of 
DC voltage levels that the inverter produces (multilevel inverters). Expanding the exchanging recurrence confronts two 
key snags: the requirement for quicker power gadgets, for example, wide-band hole gadgets that can be driven at such 
high frequencies, and for speedier and all the more intense microcontrollers with a specific end goal to accomplish 
legitimate dynamic checking of complex frameworks, for example, sunlight based inverters, accordingly prompting 
higher cost. The primary favorable position of this framework is that A novel ease topology that displays execution like 
a 5 level topology was recreated and tentatively approved. Be that as it may, the downside is that the topology requires 
an additional circuit to adjust the capacitors. A solitary full extension DC-DC converter is proposed to adjust the 
capacitors.  
This work is produced by Antonio Ginart1 et. al. [3]. Tai-Hung Wang Chen Liu et. al.[4] Has additionally exhibited a 
work on the outline and execution of a DSP-based framework tied sun based cascode-miniaturized scale inverter. The 
proposed sun based inverter with most extreme power point following (MPPT) work is associated with the A C 
network by a cascode-circuit arrangement. Because of the concentrated single-organize control change, high 
transformation productivity, high MPPT exactness and low symphonious twisting can be accomplished. A 300W 
research facility model was actualized and tried to verifY the plausibility of the proposed conspire. The sustainable 
power source, for example, energy units, sun based cells and wind control advancement has pulled in overall 
consideration. The advancement of related ventures likewise is influenced in future financial development. The 
photovoltaic power frameworks which have been worried on two noteworthy classes that the sun oriented cell boards 
deliver power rates and modules parallel backend matrix frameworks. 
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 01 System Architecture 

 
We are going to use Bifacial solar cell so that wecan get the maximum radiation from the sun and produce more 
amount of power from the solar cell. In this project we are using two batteries. One Battery is for Home appliances and 
other is for MSEB Grid. One Inverter is for to change the solar cell DC voltage to 415 V AC for MSEB Grid and it can 
produce 50Hz frequency and other is for 230 V for Home and to produce 50Hz frequency. Amount of supply we are 
getting from inverter is processed to the MOSFET for amplifying the current to some specified range so as to get the 
required values of the voltage from the transformer. Two step up transformer are used in which one gives 230v and 
another gives 410v. For Charging of Mobile we require 5 V DC output. Here we are used 7805 regulator which gives 5 
V as output. LDR1 LDR2 is used to detect the position of the Sun. LDR convert the light intensity into Resistance and 
then by signal conditioning we have converted change in resistance into change in voltage. This voltage is given to the 
Microcontroller PIC16F887. D293D motor driver is used for rotating the solar panel in bidirectional way, this motor 
driver is dual h bridge which uses PWM to perform the task and rotate the motors. Then by detecting this analog input 
for LDR1 and LDR2 motor at Solar cell Rotational Mechanism is rotated. The Voltage and Current at Solar cell is 
calculated by Microcontroller and then it is displayed on LCD.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In the framework intelligent framework, the sunlight based power which might be accessible in overabundance of the 
request amid time of high daylight is nourished to the lattice and is used somewhere else. This additionally enhances 
the network voltage and power calculates. The network intuitive framework having some stockpiling for the vitality, 
gotten from PV, can repay the voltage of an immaculate, lattice associated framework. The framework has been 
intended to supply nonstop energy to a committed neighborhood stack with the ability to the heap conveying from the 
sun oriented cluster, matrix, or battery bank in the request of inclination. Tasteful unfaltering state execution 
experienced from the framework regarding vitality protection shows that the network intuitive PV framework is 
Economically Viable and Technically Feasible for Grid Interaction of Solar PV Generation. This is an imaginative and 
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a promising alternative for substantial scale infiltration of this innovation will be useful to reduce the reliance on 
matrix. 
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